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Abstract. We prove for injective automata an analogue of Pin’s result (1978) that any finite monoid 
divides the syntactic mor,oid of P*, for some finite prefix code f? Pin’s result for arbitrary automata 
is strengthened in that we show ‘divides’ can be replaced by ‘is a subsemigroup of’. We give some 
conditions sufficient to guarantee that if a syntactic monoid is inverse, then the automaton is 
injective. A direct proof is given olr Reutenaur’s result ( 1979, 1981) that if the language recognized 
by an injective automaton is a subsemigroup, then it is of the form B* for some biprefix code B. 
1. Preliminaries 
We consider automata in the sense, for example, of Eilenberg [2] and Lallement 
[6]; specifically we have a finite nonempty set Z called the alphabet, a set of states _ 
Q (possibly infinite), an initial state i E Q and a set of terminal states T c Q, together 
with an action by each alphabet letter on Q; the action of each O-E C is simply a 
function cy,, whose domain and range are subsets of Q (that is, cy, is a partial 
function from Q to Q); we write .PI = (Q, i, 7) for this automaton. For each q E Q 
and CWZZ we simplify’ 9(u, to 90 (so 90 is either undefined if 9 g domain cy, or is 
the state obtained from the state 9 by the action of the alphabet letter a). 
A string qq . . . a,., of letters from C is c;illed a word, the empty word being 
denoted by 1. The set Z* of all words under concatenation is of course the free 
monoid on Z’. The action on Q of any word in C* is defined by cyl = c@ the identity 
function on Q, and CY,~,,,~...(~,, = cy,,, (Y,,, . . . q,,, for all qlr g2, . . . , a, E 2 (n 2 1). This 
extended function (I! : Z* -+ ET(Q), is then a morphism of the monoid C* into the 
monoid, PY( Q), of all partial transformations of Q, under composition of functions 
(from left to right). 
For any set X, important submonoids of 93(X) include S(X), the symmetric 
group of all permutations of X, Y(X), the semigroup of all total functions from X 
to X, and 4 (X ), the semigroup of all partial one-to-one functions from X to X [ 11. 
We call the automaton ~4 injectiue if each action cy, is in 9(Q); that is, if the action 
of each alphabet letter (equivalently of each word) is injective. 
An inuerse semigroup [ 1,4] is any semigroup S such that for each element a E S 
there is a unique element a -’ E S such that aa-‘a = a and a-‘aa-’ = tz-‘. Just zs 
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zach group is up to isomorphism a set of permutations closed under composition 
and inversion, so the definition of an inverse semigroup is an abstract characterization 
of an arbitrary set of one-to-one partial functions closed under composition and 
inversion of functions [ 1,4]. In particular, .9(X) is an inverse semigroup for each 
set X. In an inverse semigroup idempotents commute, and for any elements Q, 6 
we have (~6)~ = &‘a- ’ whence (a ‘)--I = (a -‘)‘I for each positive integer n : obviously 
we define a--” = (Q’~)--‘. 
A prefix code is any subset P of Z* such that no word in P is an initial segment 
of a different word in P (that is, p, pw E P implies w = 1, for all p, WE E”), and a 
hiprejx code is a prefix code whose set of reversed words is also a prefix code. The 
language recognized by an automaton s$ = (Q, i, T), written L(ss!), is the set of words 
whose action carries i to a terminal state, that is L(d) = { w E C*: iw E T} (we make 
the convention that iwE T means “iw is defined and is in T”). The language 
recognized by an automaton .r3 = (Q, i, T) in which T = (i} is of the form P* for 
::ome prefix code P c ,Y* [2 Volume A, Proposition 3.21 (for any set P c X* by P * 
we mean {pIp2...p,1: n>O :PbP2... . , p,, E P}, the submonoid of C* generated by 
f ); f is unique and is the set of nonempty words ~9 such that iu9 = i and iu f i for 
each proper initial segment u f I of M-. If .arl is injective and T = (i}, then f is a 
biprefix code [i2, Section 1.21. 
For completeness we repeat some further definitions from i2]. For any automaton 
.:i/ = (Q, i, T) we call M(.d) = {q,.: w E E*} the action monoid ~$.al; it is a suhmonoid 
of .+‘.r7-( Q). We put Q” = {q E Q: iM7 = y for some M’E 57) and call Q” the set of 
uccessihle states ; we put Q’ = {q E Q: q\r* E ?” for some M’ E Z*} and call it the set of 
c*ouccessihle states. We call .ol acwssihle if Q” = Q and c*oacy*es.vihle if Q’ = Q, and 
lrim if Q” = Q = Q‘. For each 9 E Q we put 9 ’ T = ( w c L”: qw E T}, the set of 
words whose iuztion carries y to a terminal state. We define tin equivalence relation 
E on Q by E = { ( p, 4 1 E Q x Q: p ’ T = 9 ’ T}. We call .d minimal if Q” = Q’ = Q 
and if E is the identity relation on Q. 
2. Simulation of injective automata 
For itny even integer II ::?4 we construct an injective autom;lton .d with 31 -+- I 
states and which simulates (defined below) each injective automaton with II + I or 
fewer states. We let the set of states of xi be Q -= { y(,, ‘;I~, . . . , q,,, pl, p?, . . . , p,,} say, 
;Ind we take I- ((7, T, 6, p} as our alphabet. The state [I,, is takn as the initial state 
rind also as the only terminal state, while the actions of U, 7, 6, p on Q are given 
in Fig. I ; to aid understanding, the actions ot‘ 8, p only art’ shown in Fig. 2 and 
the actions of CT, T only are shown in Fig. 3. The action of the word (77 is of special 
interest in our proof and is shown in Fig. 4. 
Our definition of simulation is stronger than usual. Given two alphabets z’ and 
I’ , ;in tiutomaton .:d -= (Q, i, T) over 2’ with actions (o,,: UC _‘I, and an automaton 
.+I ; ( Q’, i’, T’) over 1’ with actions {& y t I‘}, then we say that .d srmulates ~8 if 
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FIB. I. The automaton .4. 
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Fig. 2. The actions ot’ S and p. 
Q’s Q and for each y E I-there is a word NV(~) E 5’* such that QI,,,,,,) = & (in Fartl.cular 
the domain and range of CY,,,,~, are contained in Q’). Of course, the restriciion that 
Q’E Q Is artificial and we also say that ~4 simulates 93 if there is a renami.lg of the 
states in Q’ by states in Q for which the above condition holds. Note that tne initial 
and terminal states of .d and & are not involved in the definition. The usual definition 
of simulation is weaker in that iy,CY) = 0, is replaced by the condition that q,.(,, 1 Q’ = 
Pry where ~~~~~~ Q’ means the restriction of cy,.(,,) to Q’. 
We say that a semigroup S is embeddable in a semigroup T if there is a tine-to-one 
morphism from S into T; any inverse semigroup S is embeddable in 9(X) if X is 
a set with ar l.zast as many elements as S [I, Theorem 1.201. 
T. E. Hull 
Fig. 3. The actions or IT and 7. 
. 
l 
. 
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Proof. (i) Routine checking shows that & is injective and minimal. There is only 
one terminal state, namely the initial state qo; also any closed path in L? with 
non-zero length contains this initial-terminal state qo, and so the behaviour of ,d is 
of the form B”, where 5 is a finite biprefix code (we give 5 explicitly in Corollary 
2.2). 
(ii) Now M(d) is a semigroup of one-to-one partial transformations of the set 
ofstates 0 = {40, (I~, . . . , qn, h p2,. . . , p,), that is, M( ~4) is a subsemigroup of 4;( Q). 
To show that e .$.z!~ is an inverse semigroup is equivalent to showing for each 
function .f~ M( .ti) &at also the inverse function f’ E M( *PI); and to show that, it 
is sufficient to show that the inverses of the four action functions LY,, cy, cyK, CX,, 
which generate M(d), are also in M(d). Since cy6 and cy, are cycles of length n 
and n + I respectively, we see that (Ye’ = cyz‘ ’ E M(d) and 0;’ = LY: E M(.d). 
To obtain that cu,,’ E M(.G) we consider the function a::-(1 “E !W( .d). Since ~11,~ 
consists of two cycles, one of length n - I and one of length 2, we see that 
cy 201 I) fTT =(LyS, i)_’ is the identity function on its domain, which is Y = (yo, 9i, . . , , CJ,~}, 
that is LY:,!~(--‘)= +. Now the dolnain of cy,, is also Y so we have 
and it easily foi.okl;s Zlat CY,’ = cuia;?~-% M(.@. 
Quite similarly we have that nz!,” -I’ is the identify function on {qO, pi, p?, . . . , p,}, 
the domain of c~, and that cy f ’ =- (~,,titI ’ E M(d). It follows that M(d) is zn inverse 
semigroup. 
(iii) Now aM and (Y,,, are permutations of the set Y; in fact ay, is the cycle 
W0%9> * * * q,,) (which maps y. to q,, 9l to q,, . . . , q,, -, to q,,, qn to qo) and $,,’ is 
the cycle ( q!qL7) on Y (which maps ql to q2, qz to 9, and maps {q+ 94, . . _ , q,l, qo} 
identically). As is well-known, those two cycles generate %( Y), the group of all 
permutations of the set Y. Thus %( Y) c M(-rs/). 
Further cy i is the identity function on the set { qo, CJ!, . . . , q,, ..,} = Y - q,, and a: 
together with %( Y) generate La( Y) (this is easier to prove than an analogs u.w~~s~~: 
for J( Y), which occurs as [I, Section 1 .l, Exercise lo]) so we have 9( Y) G %I(& ), 
as required. This completes the proof. Cl 
Corollary 2.2. Ftw each even integer n 2 4, the set sf words 
is the finite hipwjix -for which Bz is the language sf‘ .PL Hence Synt( I?:), the syntactic 
manoid oj‘ I?:, is an inverse semigroup ( sf irljective _functions) containing art)’ invers:;) 
semigroup with n + 1 or jker elements. 
Corollary 2.3. An?* inverse semigroup S with an adjoined idenrity element is a sub- 
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monoid of ati inverse syntactic monoid Synt( B”) for some _tinite bipre_fix code B. In 
particular any inverse monoid divides an inverse syntactic mcbnoid Synt( B*) of injective 
functions for some finite hiprefix code B. . 
Proof. By an adjoined identity we mean an identify element 1 such that st = 1 
implies s = t = 1 for any s, t E S. Note that an inverse subsemigroup S of 9( Y) with 
an identity element is not a submonoid of M(d) above since co @ S. However, if S 
has an adjoined identity element ~~ say (where 2 G v), then replacing bz by kQ gives 
S’ say, isomorphic to S, and a submonoid of M(d) a’s required. To prove the second 
statement we merely consider the obvious morphism from the submonoid SW (LQ} 
of M(d) onto S, for any inverse monoid S which is a subsemigroup of 9( Y). Cl 
Remark 2.4. A slightly weaker form of the second statement was obtained indepen- 
dently by both Margolis [7] and Pin (private communication). They each showed 
that Pin’s construction in [9] preserves the property of the automaton of being 
injective, and hence obtained the second statement with ‘inverse syntactic monoid 
Synt(B*) of injective functions’ replaced by ‘syntactic monoid Synt( B*) of injective 
functions’. 
By a variety qffinite semigroups we mean any class of finite semigroups closed 
under taking subsemigroups, morphic images and finite direct products, as in [2, 
Volume B]. Let us denote by 1% the variety of finite semigroups generated by (that 
is, the least one containing) the class of finite inverse semigroups. Whether or not 
E’ is precixly the variety of all finite semigroups with commuting idempotents is 
an unsolved problem. We denote by t( I ‘) the corresponding variety of recognizable 
languages, in the sense of Eilenberg [2, Volume B]. Now I ’ is generated by the class 
{J( Y): TV ==4, 6, 8,. . .} and hence by (Synt( B$): II II= 4,6,8, . . .}, and also by 
{Synt( B,: I: II - 4,6, 8, . . .}. Following Pin [IO] we say that a variety of rational 
languages is described by a class 9 of prefxes if the variety is generated by 
f P l : P E 9). Thus we have the following corollary, the firs!, part of which was found 
independently by Margolis [7] and Pin. k 
3. Simulation of arbitrary automata 
We modify the rrutomaton s-1 to obtain ;LII :rutom~ton .fi simulating 3ri> autonxtton 
with tt or fewer states. The set of states is unaltered, the alphabet 2: = {tr, T, ii, p > is 
changed to I’= {q r, y, ,u}, the action functions of CF, 7. ~1 are unaltered, and the 
action function CY, is given in Fig. 5. The initial st;lte q. rem;tins as the only terminal 
stark?. 
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Fig. 5. The action of y. 
Theorem 3.1. The automaton Ai has the fbllowing properties: 
(i) 4 is minimal and recognizes the language L(S) = Pz where P, is the finite pre3-x 
code 
X[((TT +pT + y f(u7 +p)y], 
( ii) the action monord M ( %I) $B contains .-5-( Y), the semigroup cfall total transfer- 
ma tions of the set Y = ((I,,, q,, . . . , q,,) and hence 33 simulates any complete automaton 
with n + 1 or,fi?wr staltc’s and thus simulates in the usual, weaker sense any automaton 
rsqith n or jhwer stares ; and anv semigroup with n or fewer elements is emheddable in 
M( ;YI ). 
Proof. (i) Routine inspection gives statement (i). 
(ii) From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have that the group of permutations of 
Y, %(Y), is contained in M(d). From [ 1, Section 1.2, Exercise lo] we have that cy,, 
and I.$( Y) together generate J( Y)., whence 5( Y) c_ M(%). Finally, any semigroup 
with II or fewer elements is embeddable in 5( Y) (this easily follows from [4, Theorem 
1.1. lo]). This completes the proof. q 
As a corollary we have the following strengthening of Pin’s result. 
Corollary 3.2. An~*_finitc semigroup is emheddahle in S)nt( P*), for somejinite prqfix 
code I? 
Corollary 3.3. l%e t?ariet\* oj* all rational langitages is described bjy the finite preji-x 
codes P4, Ph. PS, . . . . 
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The next two corollaries can be proved in exactly the same way as C’oro?lary 2.3. 
Corollary 3.4. Any Jinire semigroup with an adjoined identify element is a submonoid 
qf Synt( P*) for some finite pre$x code P. 
Corollary 3.5 (Pin [9]). Any *finite monoid divides Synt( P”) -for some jinile prt$..x 
code P. 
Remark 3.6. Obviously a third automaton % can also be considered, having C u I’= 
(u, T, S, ‘y, p} as its alphabet, Q as its set of states, qu as its initial-terminal state 
and with the actions of U, T, 6, y, p as above. The language recognized is still of 
the form f?: where I?,, is a finite prefix code and M(W) contains .W( Y), the 
semigroup of all partial transformations of the set Y (clearly 5( I’) and 9( Y) 
together generate ?P$( Y) since, for any 
idempotent L E .p( Y) and some p E :T( Y)) 
transformations of the set Y is an actual 
isomorphism. 
CY E :M( Y), we have cy = ~/3 for some 
Thus any semigroup of partial or total 
subsemigroup of M(K), not just up to 
4. Inverse action monoids 
Here we take a (possibly infinite and not necessarily minimal) automaton of the 
form .:d = ( Q, i, i) (by which we mean T = (i}) and for which the action monoid is 
an inverse semigroup, and we tind conditions that imply that .d is injective. Perrot 
[8, Proposition I] found that .d is minimal and finite was a sufficient condition (and 
this is stated in the middle of [S, p. 3181): we strengthen this result, with a new 
proof, by showing that ,d is trim and M(.d) is group-bound are sutkient (a 
cemigroup S is called group-hmrnd [3] if for each a c S there is a positive integer 
it such that cr” is in a subgroup of S; any finite semigroup is therefore group-bound). 
For any automaton .d = (Q, i, T) the Crinl pcJrf qf,~$ is defined to be .d’ = (0%’ n Q’. 
i, T r. Q” n Q’) with the domain and range of each action (Y,, ((r c 2’) restricted to 
Q” :-‘I Q’ (we need not consider an automaton in which Q”J Q’ is empty or i @ Q” n 
Q“); clearly ~37’ is trim. As in [I 2, Lenmw 11 it is easily seen that any trim, injective 
tiuto.maton .d = (Q, i, T) with T - {i} is minimal. 
The proof rests on the following preliminary result. 
Result 4.2 ( Vaguer [ I3} md Preston [ I 11). Let S he my itwt-se semigroup, A’ (zn_v 
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set, and Ier a: S + $9(X) be any rerresentarion of S by partial transformations 0j.X. 
For each SES de$ne a’, by a:=a,Irange a, 1, the restriction of a, to the range of 
a,- 1. Then each a:~ 9(X) and the map at: S + 9(X), s + ai is a representation of S 
by one-to-one pa&al tratqformations of X, and a 0 a-’ = ato a’-‘, that is, the map 
Sa + Sat, a, + a’, is an isomorphi’sm. 
Proof of Tbrea 4.1; Result 4.2 brings to mind an obvious alteration that one can 
make to any auton.aton $2 with alphabet 2 and whose action monoid is an inverse 
semigroup, namely removing edges from 33 so that the action functions {am: UE 2) 
are r:ut down to the functions {a:: u E 2); here (r’, means a, restricted to the range 
of aW where w E Z* is such tlhat a, is the inverse of a, in M( 2.3); this is equivalent 
to removing an edge labelled ,U from state p to state 9 if state 9 is not in the range 
of a,,.. We denote this cut-down automaton by Wt. Clearly, if an edge in the trim 
part of & has been removed, then the language recognized by 92’ is strictly contained 
in the language recognized by & Thus, given sd as in Theorem 4.1, we can prove 
that ,ti’ is injective (that is, that .d’ = d”) by showing that dp’ and ~2” recognize 
the same language. First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let S be any group-bound inverse wnigroup, 
represemarion and dejne at: S+ 9(X) as above. For any 
let a: S+ PY(X) be any 
s E S and any x E X such . 
rhat sa, = x we also have that xcv~ :y s, that is, x E range as 1. 
Proof. For some positive integer n we have that S” is in a subgroup of S. No*,, 
(s ‘)“=is”)~‘~ the inverse of s” in the containing subgroup of S (recall that we 
denote (se’)” by s “); hence s” = .~‘l(~“s-“)=(~-)“s~“+‘)~~ ’ and so IY: = a,:~~, ~~~la,--~, 
giving us that range a,11 c_ range a, 1. However, .xa ,I’ = x( (Y,)” = x so we have .y E 
range ar?l G range a., 1, as required; and the lemma is proved. The action monoid of 
the automaton in Fig. 6 shows that the lemma becomes false if ‘group-bound’ is 
dropped. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (continued). From Lemma 4.3 we have 
L(d) = { wtz S*: ia,,. = i} = { wf C*: ia$. = i} = L(&+). 
Thus .d’ = .d” and so sv” is injective, as required. 0 
Example 4.4. The automaton .r/ of Fig. 6 (from [6, Example 1.4.51) shows that 
Fig. 6. 
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Theorem 4. I becomes false if the phrase ‘group-bound’ is omitted. Here M(.d) is 
inverse, in fact &I(& is the bicyclic semigroup, and sd is minimal but not injective. 
Example 4.5. This example shoxs that Theorem 4.1 becomes false if we drop the 
assurnptlvn that T = {i}. We put & = (Q, i, T) where Q = {i, q, I}, T = {t}, C = {a 7) 
andic=q=ta,qT= f. Then d is finite and minimal, M(d) is inverse, in fact M(A) 
is the five element combinatonal Brandt semigroup with an adjoined identity 
element, but .~d is not injective. I he language of & is (a$, a subsemigroup of 2*. 
5. On the languages of injective automata 
Here ye prove a result concerning the possible language recognized by an inj?ctive 
automaton .ti = (Q, i, 7’). Reutenauer [ 12, Proposition 91 showed that if AI/ is finite 
and minimal and if L(.d) is a subsemigroup of X*, then it is of the form B* for 
some biprefix code B (equivalently T = {i}). We strengthen this result by dropping 
the assumption that .d is minimal and by weakening the assumption that .d is finite 
to just T is finite. In the last paragraph of the introduction to [12], Reutenauer 
points out that his proof is topological in nature: our ‘pigeon-hole’ proof is of 
interest because of its directness. 
Theorem 5.1. Take any (possibl>T infirrirp) injectiue automaton d = (Q, i. T) Gth 
dphahet 2 say, strck that T is jinite. [f’ L(d) is a subsemigroup of Z*‘, tkn 
(i) L(d) = B* jbr some biprt$x code B, and 
(ii) the minimal_form of .d is also ir#ctice. 
Proof. (i) Without loss of generality we CM assume that ,d is accessible and 
coaccessible. 
(a) We prove that i E T Take any word \V E L(d). Then MT, \v’ \c”, . . . E L(d) SO 
i, ihy, i~*‘, . . . E T CI {i}, a tinite set. Take the smallest n such that i\i“’ E 
{ i, iw*, . . . , in-” ‘}. *Then since the action of 1~ is one-to-one we have that id” = i. 
whence i c T as required. 
(b) We prove that i. ’ T c r ’ T for each I t-. T. Take any t F T -and any \t’ c i ’ T. 
Now t = iu for some 14 tl E* (~4 is accessible). Since II, \I’ t L(d) we have WI* E-: L(d), 
that is tw’ = (iu)w - i( rrw) t- T, whence \I’ c t ’ T, giving us that i ’ T c t ’ T as required. 
(c) We pro\e that t ’ T ~3 i ’ T for each t c T. Take any t E T and any HI E t ’ 7-I 
Again t = ilr for some II t L&cd) and as in the proof that i c T ahove we have id’ = i 
for sor-nc positive integer IL We have 11 ” ’ E L(d) from II E L(d) (or from i E T if 
!I -; 1, when II” ’ means the empty word I ). Now iu~- = w c T SO uw tr L(d)), whence 
14” ‘( U)V)E Lf,&), that is, ilO’&’ E T. But ikr - (id’)~ L=. iu”bt* E T so \t’ E i- ’ T, whence 
t ’ T cr i ’ T ;as required. 
Now we recall the equivalence relation E on Q defined by E -L 
{( p, ‘I) c Q x Q: p ’ T L- q ’ T) as in 123. 
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From (b) and (c) we have that all the terminal states are E-equivalent to the initial 
state, so in the minimal form of c(;8 (which also recognizes L(d)) we have that the 
only terminal state is the initial state [2, Volume A], whence L(.J@ = P* for some 
prefix code I? That P is further a biprefix code follows from part (ii) (see Section 
I), which we now prove. 
(ii) To show that the minimal form of & is also injective is equivalent to showing 
that for all 4, qk Q, for all (r E E, if qu and q’v are defined and (q(r, q’cr) E E, then 
(q, q’)c E. Now (qa)u, (q’c)u E T for some u E C*. Put t = qcru, t’= q’cu. Also 4 = i~r 
and q’ = id fcx SCPGZ w, W’ E X*. 
From (b) and (c) above we have that, for all s E L(d), for all t, E T, t’s is defined 
and is also terminal; thus the action of s restricted to T is a permutation of T (since 
T is finite) and further s’ acts as the identity function on T, where k is factorial 
the cardinahty of T: 
Hence (wau)’ and (W’OL# act identically on T. Thus yat! = t = t(ww)” = 
t( Nwy - ’ wru and so q = t( WOW) ’ -‘u’ since the action of (TZ’ is one-to-one. Likewise, 
q’rrc = t’= t’(wcng so (I’= t’(wau)A- 54. From (t, t’)e E we have (t(wmj’ ‘w, 
t’( wm$ - ’ W)E E, that is, (q, q’)e E as required. Thus the minimal form of ~4 is also 
injective. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. El 
Example 5.2. A tinit< automaton & satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 is 
not necessarily Itself minimal: for example, t& 2 = (a}, ,ti = (Q, i, 7) where Q = 
{i, 1) = T, and iu = t, tu = i. 
Corollary 5.3 ( Reutenauer [ 12, Proposition 9 1). [f the language @‘ a jinite, iqjective 
and minimal automaton .d = (Q, i, T) is a subsemigroup, then T = (i). 
Proof. For a minimal automaton ,ril= (Q, i, T) the condition T = {i> is equivalent io 
the condition that L(d) = P* for some prefix P [2, Volume A, Proposition 
IV.3.2]. El 
Example 5.4. It is easy to see that Theorem 5.1 becomes false if the assumption that 
T is finite is dropped: for we merely consider the automaton .G$’ =(Q, i, T) where 
Q==L”, i = 1, T is any srrbsemigroup of X*, and the action of each OE C on Q is 
by right multiplication. Since .ti is injective, suitable choices for 7’ give us suitable 
scunterexamplcs. We now modify ,ti to get a counterexample ti with the further 
property that the action monoid M(3) is an inverse semigroup: for each GE Z take 
a new alphabet letter denoted by u ‘, and define the action of u ’ on Q = C* to 
be the inverse function to the action of a (the alphabet for .33 is 1 t-1 {(T- ‘: u E Z}). 
Example 5.5. Here we’give examples to show that Theorem 5.1 becomes false if the 
assumption that ,4 is injective is replaced by the condition that M(d) is an inverse 
semigroup. The first automaton of Fig. 7 has its action monoid equal to the two 
element semilattice and its language CT+ is not a monoid, though it is the semigroup 
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generated by a biprefix code. The second automaton in Fig. 7 is more interesting 
in that while it is minimal (and complete) and its action monoid is the five element 
combinatorial Brandt semigroup with an adjoined identity element (removal of the 
‘sink’ state makes this clear) its language is (@*(a +?)(o + T)*, a subsemigroup 
of 2” which, is not free, so its least generating set is not even a code. The se’cond 
automaton remains a counterexample, and minimal, if the initial state is designated 
as a second terminal state, making its language a monoid which is not free (the 
complement in C* of r(ar)*). 
Remark 5.6. If .A is any (possibly infinite) injective automaton such that bf (.d) is 
an inverse semigroup, then the minimal form of cd is also injective and its action 
monoid is also an inverse semigroup. For if say (9a; 9’cr)~ E, then 9 = 90~ and 
9’ = q’crw where w E C* is such that cy,,, = cu,‘, whence (9,9’)~ E and so the minimal 
form of .d is injective; its action monoid is inverse since a morphic image of an 
inverse semigroup is also inverse [4, Proposition V.1.6 or 1, Theorem 7.361. 
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